A stylish and engaging course which will appeal to your adult and young adult students. Premium offers a broader learning experience for exam and non-exam students, combining language development, exams preparation and general skills development.

B1, B2 and C1 levels

Richard Acklam, Araminta Crace, Rachael Roberts

B2 Level with December 2008 exam specifications

*C1 level coming in early 2009

Interesting topics develop general language skills

www.pearsonlongman.com/premium
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Recommend the *Longman Exams Dictionary* to your FCE and CAE students, p.100
An exciting and intensive exam preparation course tailored to meet the needs of your teenage students. Focusing on themes from teen culture brought to life with the inspiring DVD, Activate! offers an enjoyable and highly-motivating exam preparation experience. It can be used to prepare students simultaneously for a range of exams including the newly updated FCE as well as other local examinations.

B1  (Intermediate level)  Carolyn Barraclough, Suzanne Gaynor
B1+(pre-FCE level)  Carolyn Barraclough, Megan Roderick
B2  (FCE level)  Elaine Boyd, Mary Stephens

B2 Level with December 2008 exam specifications

Clear sign posting helps the flow of the lesson

Highlighted features help focus on exam essentials

Activate!
Students’ Book with DVD
Workbook (with Key) with iTest Multi-ROM
Workbook (no Key) with iTest Multi-ROM
Grammar & Vocabulary Book
Use of English & Vocabulary Book
Teacher’s Book
Class CDs 1-2

B1  978 1 405 88412 9
B1+  978 1 405 88415 0
B2  978 1 405 88418 1

Workbook
B1  978 1 405 88414 3
B1+  978 1 405 88417 4
B2  978 1 405 88420 4

Grammar & Vocabulary Book
B1  978 1 405 85101 5
B1+  978 1 405 85114 5
B2  978 1 405 85124 4

Use of English & Vocabulary Book
B1  978 1 405 85110 7
B1+  978 1 405 85111 4
B2  978 1 405 85122 0

Teacher’s Book
B1  978 1 405 85104 6
B1+  978 1 405 85115 5
B2  978 1 405 85123 8

Class CDs 1-2
B1  978 1 405 85100 8
B1+  978 1 405 85108 5
B2  978 1 405 85119 7

www.pearsonlongman.com/activate
Activate! will allow you to...

확

✓ ensure your teenage students reach their full potential through the rigorous exam syllabus combined with enjoyable topics and tasks
✓ provide a stimulating learning environment for your teenage students with the lively and engaging themes from contemporary teen culture
✓ motivate your students with the inspiring DVD including clips from popular reality TV shows, natural history and culture programmes
✓ give your students the opportunity to monitor their own progress with the new interactive iTests at B2 level

✓ Easy preparation for teaching in multi-exam environments with the flexible materials and printed practice exams
✓ Make exam preparation enjoyable and varied using the wide range of engaging components and extension ideas in the Teacher’s Book
✓ Supplement your lessons with the additional materials available on the Companion Website www.pearsonlongman.com/activate

Teacher Support
✓ Prepare your students for a range of exams using the supplementary Exam Box – includes material on teaching teenagers, teaching for exams, and developing the four language skills

Recommend the *Longman Active Study Dictionary* to your pre-FCE and FCE Level students, P103
**Gold Plus** is the newly-updated edition of *Gold*, the trusted exam preparation course for adult and young adult learners. It combines a rigorous exam syllabus with enjoyable topics and tasks, making it a popular choice for teachers around the world.

Deliver enjoyable, communicative classes with a strong emphasis on personalisation

Develop your students’ confidence and writing skills with the extensive Writing Reference, including model answers

Be confident that your students are well-prepared for the exam with the additional practice in the Exam Maximiser and also on the CD-ROM

Allow your students to monitor their own performance using the interactive iTests

Deliver enjoyable, communicative classes with a strong emphasis on personalisation

Develop your students’ confidence and writing skills with the extensive Writing Reference, including model answers

Be confident that your students are well-prepared for the exam with the additional practice in the Exam Maximiser and also on the CD-ROM

Allow your students to monitor their own performance using the interactive iTests

**Going for Gold** Intermediate and Upper-Intermediate set students firmly on the road to exam success with a gentle introduction to PET and FCE style exam tasks graded throughout the course.

**New with Tests**

Ensure your students’ success at CPE with the highly trusted *New Proficiency Gold*. It combines engaging activities with a thorough language and exam syllabus making it a great choice for your students.
Deliver enjoyable lessons and great exam results using CAE Gold Plus. With a stimulating language syllabus blended with thorough exam practice and technique development, this course assures adult and young adult learners of exam success.

Taken from CAE Level Coursebook.

CAE

Nick Kenny, Jacky Newbrook, Richard Acklam

With December 2008 exam specifications

- Engage your students with authentic texts, motivating topics and fun communication activities
- Build your students’ confidence with the regular review sections, progress tests and exam tips and strategies
- Give your students additional exam practice using both the Exam Maximiser, which has extra exam training, and the interactive iTests on CD-ROM

Teacher Support

- Easily prepare motivating lessons with the teacher’s notes, tests, photocopiable materials and sample answer sheets
- Add flavour and variety to your lessons using the free resources on the Gold Companion Website www.pearsonlongman.com/gold
- Ensure your students are progressing towards exam success using the progress tests in the Teacher’s Book

Recommend the Longman Exams Dictionary to your FCE and CAE students, p.100
If your adult and young adult students are serious about exam success, then *First Certificate Expert* New Edition is for you. This course delivers the rigorous exam training and thorough language development that will have your students scoring top marks every time.

**With *First Certificate Expert* New Edition you will...**

- reassure your students with the integrated exam tips and strategies as well as regular review sections
- build your students' writing and speaking skills with the thorough, step-by-step skills development activities
- encourage self study using the extensive reference material including exam material, grammar, writing and functions
- assure your students of exam success with the huge amount of practice and tips in the Students' Resource Book, including grammar, vocabulary extension, exam tasks, and also with the interactive iTests on CD-ROM

**Teacher Support**

- Easily tailor the course to your learners' needs using the self-contained lessons and flexible range of components
- Add depth and flavour to classes using the Teacher's Resource Book with teaching notes, photocopiables, tests, exam practice and OMR answer sheets

---

**FCE**

Jan Bell and Roger Gower

Updated for the December 2008 FCE exam

*www.pearsonlongman.com/exams*
CAE

Jan Bell and Roger Gower

Updated for the December 2008 CAE exam

With Advanced Expert CAE New Edition you will...

- easily teach a rigorous exam syllabus - Advanced Expert CAE New Edition uses exam-style tasks throughout with integrated exam tips and strategies
- challenge your students with upper-level texts that will stretch even your most advanced learners
- focus your students’ attention on valuable sub-skills - Advanced Expert CAE New Edition emphasises sub-skills for listening and writing
- assure your students of exam success with the huge amount of practice and tips in the Students’ Resource Book and also with the interactive iTests on CD-ROM

Teacher Support

✓ Choose your pathway through the course – you can follow the order of the material or choose your own specific route using the self-contained lessons
✓ The Teacher’s Audio pack contains all the listening material for both the Coursebook and Students’ Resource Book

Recommend the Longman Exams Dictionary to your FCE and CAE students, p.100
Focus on IELTS Foundation provides a solid grounding in the language and skills needed for IELTS. A self-contained course, with an emphasis on core grammar and vocabulary, it is the ideal lead-in to Focus on IELTS.

IELTS (Band 4.0-5.0)

Sue O’Connell

- Build your students’ academic language for future success at IELTS with the Vocabulary Builder and Academic Word Study sections
- Develop your learners’ skills with the graded reading texts and the Writing Practice Bank, which gives extra practice in additional writing topics
- Give your students confidence in grammar using the Key Language Bank for reference and extra practice in core grammar areas
- Easily build awareness of what is expected in the exam using the Exam Link Boxes
- Improve your learners’ production - they will quickly build general academic vocabulary and integrate key words from the Academic Word List in their writing and speaking performance

IELTS (Band 5.0-6.0)

Sue O’Connell

Trusted by teachers all around the world, Focus on IELTS delivers thorough exam skills training and graded practice that will have your students achieving excellent IELTS scores.

- Give your students more confidence in approaching different task types using the Exam Briefings that introduce key task types
- Focus your lessons on strategies for tackling individual questions using the Task Approach guidelines
- Easily deliver extra grammar, vocabulary and writing practice using the Key Language Bank and Writing Bank
- Give even more in-depth practice using Focus on Academic Skills for IELTS (see page 87)

Focus on IELTS Foundation
Coursebook 978 0 582 82912 1
Teacher’s Book 978 0 582 82915 2
Class Audio Cassettes (2) 978 0 582 82913 8
Class Audio CDs (2) 978 0 582 82914 5

Focus on IELTS
Coursebook 978 0 582 44773 8
Teacher’s Book 978 0 582 44772 1
Class Audio Cassettes (2) 978 0 582 44771 4
Class Audio CDs (3) 978 0 582 77299 1

www.pearsonlongman.com/exams
IELTS

Margaret Matthews and Katy Salisbury

The ideal companion to Focus on IELTS Foundation, this course develops the skills required for the IELTS exam.

- Give your students extra support in grammar, vocabulary and skills
- Help your students develop exam skills using the Guidance and Tips sections

IELTS

Morgan Terry and Judith Wilson
Series Editor: Sue O'Connell

The ideal companion to Focus on IELTS (see opposite).

- Motivate your students to take charge of their learning
- Give in-depth practice of all four skills
- Encourage revision and recycling using the Language Review at the end of each module

IELTS

Patrick Bourne

Help your students pass the IELTS exam with confidence using this well-structured course that covers reading, listening, writing and speaking.

- Build your students’ vocabulary with the topic-based units
- Give your students useful tips for the IELTS exam using the Point of Impact sections

Recommend the Longman Exams Dictionary to your IELTS students, p.100
Practice Tests Plus Series

Give your students all the exam practice they need using the Practice Tests Plus series. Each book has complete practice exams, accurate to the exam level and format, as well as useful tips to enhance your students’ chance of exam success.

What’s special about Practice Tests Plus?

- ‘Teaching not just testing’: reassure your students with task-specific hints and tips on how to get the right answer
- Each book has a number of additional ‘plus’ features, including grammar and vocabulary practice, functions banks and FAQs
- PET, FCE and CAE students can get extra practice for the exam with the interactive iTests on CD-ROM

Teacher Support

- Increase your students’ and your own knowledge of the relevant examination with the Exam Overview section
- Create exam conditions in your classroom using the sample Optimal Mark Reader answer sheets
- Make your marking easy with the answer key and tapescripts

FCE and CAE levels updated for the December 2008 exams

Also Available

Previous version of FCE and CAE levels are available for the March and June 2008 FCE and CAE exams
London Tests of English is a scenario-based language assessment for adult and teenage learners. The past papers are offered at five levels from Elementary (A2) to Proficiency (C2). Levels 4 and 5 are accepted for entrance to a number of UK universities and institutes of higher education.

- Boost your students’ confidence by familiarising them with the test format used throughout the course
- Give your students authentic practice of the test with the official Edexcel past papers for the London Tests of English
- Develop all four language skills with the activities for the four test papers
- Audio CD with all levels allows students to practise listening skills at home

Practice Tests Plus

**KET Practice Tests Plus revised edition**
Peter Lucantoni
Students’ Book 978 0 582 82910 7
Students’ Book and Audio CD 978 1 405 82284 8
Teacher’s Book 978 0 582 82909 1
Audio CDs (2) 978 0 582 82908 4
Audio Cassettes (2) 978 0 582 77356 1

**PET Practice Tests Plus 1**
Louise Hashemi, Barbara Thomas
Without Key and Audio CD 978 0 582 82421 8
Without Key 978 0 582 82419 5
Audio CDs (3) 978 0 582 82420 1
Audio Cassettes (3) 978 0 582 82422 5

**PET Practice Tests Plus 2**
Sharon Ashton, Barbara Thomas
With Key, with iTest CD-ROM and Audio CDs 978 1 405 83137 6
Without Key, with iTest CD-ROM and Audio CDs 978 1 405 83136 9
Audio Cassettes (3) 978 1 405 83201 2

Lucereca Luque-Mortimer, Nick Kenny
With Key 978 0 582 82123 4
With Audio CD 978 1 405 88124 1
With Key and Audio CD 978 1 405 88123 4

First Certificate Practice Tests Plus 1
Nick Kenny, Lucereca Luque-Mortimer
With Key 978 0 582 40580 6
Without Key 978 0 582 40579 0
With Key and Audio CD pack 978 1 405 82317 3
With Key and Audio CD pack 978 1 405 83148 8
Audio Cassettes (3) 978 0 582 40578 3

First Certificate Practice Tests Plus 2
Diana L Reid-Booth
With Key and CD Pack* 978 0 582 51813 1
Without Key and CD Pack* 978 0 582 51814 8
With Key 978 0 582 51819 3
Without Key 978 0 582 51820 9
Audio Cassettes (3) 978 0 582 51816 2
Audio CDs (2) 978 0 582 51815 5

CAE Practice Tests Plus New Edition
Nick Kenny, Jacky Newbrook
With Key, with iTest CD-ROM and Audio CDs 978 1 405 88119 7
Without Key, with iTest CD-ROM and Audio CDs 978 1 405 88120 3

CAE Practice Tests Plus 1
Alan Stanton, Susan Morris
With Key 978 0 582 36528 5
Without Key 978 0 582 36549 9
Audio Cassettes (2) 978 0 582 36571 1

CAE Practice Tests Plus 2
Nick Kenny, Peter Sunderland
With Key 978 0 582 33798 5
Audio Cassettes (3) 978 0 582 33796 1

Proficiency Practice Tests Plus
Vanessa Jakeman, Nick Kenny
With Key 978 0 582 47166 5
Without Key 978 0 582 47167 2
Audio Cassettes (3) 978 0 582 47168 9

IELTS Practice Tests Plus
Vanessa Jakeman, Clare McDowell
With Key, with iTest CD-ROM and Audio CDs 978 1 405 85285 2
Without Key, with iTest CD-ROM and Audio CDs 978 1 405 85285 2
Audio Cassettes (3) 978 1 405 85285 2

First Certificate Practice Tests Plus 1
Nick Kenny, Lucrecia Luque-Mortimer
With Key 978 0 582 40580 6
Without Key 978 0 582 40579 0
With Key and Audio CD pack 978 1 405 82317 3
With Key and Audio CD pack 978 1 405 83148 8
Audio Cassettes (3) 978 0 582 40578 3

First Certificate Practice Tests Plus 2
Diana L Reid-Booth
With Key and CD Pack* 978 0 582 51813 1
Without Key and CD Pack* 978 0 582 51814 8
With Key 978 0 582 51819 3
Without Key 978 0 582 51820 9
Audio Cassettes (3) 978 0 582 51816 2
Audio CDs (2) 978 0 582 51815 5

CAE Practice Tests Plus New Edition
Nick Kenny, Jacky Newbrook
With Key, with iTest CD-ROM and Audio CDs 978 1 405 88119 7
Without Key, with iTest CD-ROM and Audio CDs 978 1 405 88120 3

CAE Practice Tests Plus 1
Alan Stanton, Susan Morris
With Key 978 0 582 36528 5
Without Key 978 0 582 36549 9
Audio Cassettes (2) 978 0 582 36571 1

CAE Practice Tests Plus 2
Nick Kenny, Peter Sunderland
With Key 978 0 582 33798 5
Audio Cassettes (3) 978 0 582 33796 1

Proficiency Practice Tests Plus
Vanessa Jakeman, Nick Kenny
With Key 978 0 582 47166 5
Without Key 978 0 582 47167 2
Audio Cassettes (3) 978 0 582 47168 9

IELTS Practice Tests Plus
Vanessa Jakeman, Clare McDowell
With Key, with iTest CD-ROM and Audio CDs 978 1 405 85285 2
Without Key, with iTest CD-ROM and Audio CDs 978 1 405 85285 2
Audio Cassettes (3) 978 1 405 85285 2

First Certificate Practice Tests Plus 1
Nick Kenny, Lucrecia Luque-Mortimer
With Key 978 0 582 40580 6
Without Key 978 0 582 40579 0
With Key and Audio CD pack 978 1 405 82317 3
With Key and Audio CD pack 978 1 405 83148 8
Audio Cassettes (3) 978 0 582 40578 3

First Certificate Practice Tests Plus 2
Diana L Reid-Booth
With Key and CD Pack* 978 0 582 51813 1
Without Key and CD Pack* 978 0 582 51814 8
With Key 978 0 582 51819 3
Without Key 978 0 582 51820 9
Audio Cassettes (3) 978 0 582 51816 2
Audio CDs (2) 978 0 582 51815 5

CAE Practice Tests Plus New Edition
Nick Kenny, Jacky Newbrook
With Key, with iTest CD-ROM and Audio CDs 978 1 405 88119 7
Without Key, with iTest CD-ROM and Audio CDs 978 1 405 88120 3

CAE Practice Tests Plus 1
Alan Stanton, Susan Morris
With Key 978 0 582 36528 5
Without Key 978 0 582 36549 9
Audio Cassettes (2) 978 0 582 36571 1

CAE Practice Tests Plus 2
Nick Kenny, Peter Sunderland
With Key 978 0 582 33798 5
Audio Cassettes (3) 978 0 582 33796 1

*Only available in certain markets. Please contact your local Pearson Longman office.

London Tests of English

Level 1 (with Key) and Audio CD 978 1 405 85281 4
Level 2 (with overprinted answers) and Audio CD 978 1 405 84444 4
Level 2 (without Key) and Audio CD 978 1 405 84445 1
Level 3 (with overprinted answers) and Audio CD 978 1 405 84446 2
Level 3 (without Key) and Audio CD 978 1 405 84449 9
Level 4 (with Key) and Audio CD 978 1 405 85283 8
Level 5 (with Key) and Audio CD 978 1 405 85285 2
Judy Copage, Lucrecia Luque-Mortimer, Mary Stephens

Give your teenage and young adult students in their pre-FCE year a flying start. This engaging course gives a solid grounding in all the language and skills tested at First Certificate and gradually introduces exam tasks.

Sue O’Connell

Motivate your high-achieving students with this rigorous course that includes a Writing and Functions bank, and an accompanying Grammar Practice Workbook.

Alan Stanton, Mary Stephens, Susan Morris

The complete, focused course to prepare your teenage and young adult learners for the FCE or CAE exam. Great topics and an up-to-date feel keep students interested while they learn how to tackle each task with confidence.

Sue O’Connell

Motivate your high-achieving students with this rigorous course that includes a Writing File with models, thorough grammar coverage and learner training sections.

Get on Track to FCE

Coursebook
978 0 582 45105 6
Language Practice Workbook (No Key) 978 0 582 45108 7
Language Practice Workbook (With Key) 978 0 582 45109 4
Teacher’s Book 978 0 582 45107 0
Class Audio CDs (3) 978 0 582 77183 3
Class Audio Cassettes (3) 978 0 582 45106 3

Fast Track to FCE

Coursebook 978 0 582 40575 2
Exam Practice Workbook (No Key) 978 0 582 40582 0
Exam Practice Workbook (With Key) 978 0 582 40589 3
Teacher’s Book 978 0 582 40577 6
Class Audio CDs (2) 978 0 582 49575 1
Class Audio Cassettes (2) 978 0 582 40578 9
Free Coursebook Test Booklet* 978 0 582 77723 1

Fast Track to CAE

Coursebook 978 0 582 32340 7
Exam Practice Workbook (with pull-out Answer Key) 978 0 582 32359 9
Class Audio Cassettes (2) 978 0 582 32358 2
Teacher’s Book 978 0 582 62773 8

Focus on First Certificate

Students’ Book 978 0 175 56907 7
Teacher’s Book 978 0 175 56908 4
Class Audio Cassettes (2) 978 0 582 30591 1
Exam Practice Audio Cassette 978 0 175 56999 1
Grammar Practice Richard Walton Series Editor Sue O’Connell
With Key 978 0 582 28006 9
Without Key 978 0 582 28005 2

Focus on Advanced English CAE

Students’ Book 978 0 582 32569 2
Teacher’s Book 978 0 582 32570 8
Class Audio Cassettes (2) 978 0 582 32572 2
Grammar Practice Richard Walton
With pull-out Key 978 0 582 32571 5

Longman Exam Skills

First Certificate Reading
Patrick McEwan and John Reeves
Students’ Book 978 0 582 36335 9
Teacher’s Book 978 0 582 36336 6
First Certificate Writing
Judy Copage
Students’ Book 978 0 582 36333 5
Teacher’s Book 978 0 582 36334 2
First Certificate Listening and Speaking
Fiona Scott-Barnett
Students’ Book 978 0 582 36353 3
Teacher’s Book 978 0 582 36354 0
Audio Cassettes (3) 978 0 582 36355 7
First Certificate Use of English
Judy Copage with Tests by Ian Cook
Students’ Book 978 0 582 36351 9
Teacher’s Book 978 0 582 35352 6
Proficiency Use of English
Fiona Scott-Barnett
Students’ Book 978 0 582 50477 7
Teacher’s Book 978 0 582 50478 4
Proficiency Writing
Mary Stephens
Students’ Book 978 0 582 52997 7
Teacher’s Book 978 0 582 52998 0

Proficiency Listening and Speaking
Fiona Scott-Barnett
Students’ Book 978 0 582 77120 8
Teacher’s Book 978 0 582 77121 5
Audio Cassettes (3) 978 0 582 77122 2

Proficiency Reading
Mary Stephens
Students’ Book 978 0 582 45100 1
Teacher’s Book 978 0 582 45101 8

Grammar and Vocabulary for First Certificate
Lukasz Hobensou
Without Key 978 0 582 32934 8
With Key 978 0 582 40018 4

Grammar and Vocabulary for Cambridge Advanced and Proficiency
Richard Side and Guy Wellman
Without Key 978 0 582 51622 3
With Key 978 0 582 51621 6

FCE and CPE

Thoroughly prepare your students with lots of extra exam practice for the Cambridge ESOL First Certificate in English and Proficiency examinations. Longman Exam Skills provide extensive preparation for each of the papers based on realistic exam tasks.

FCE and CAE/CPE

Reassure your students with thorough coverage of grammar structures and vocabulary essential for exam success. Every book has regular progress tests in exam format for even more authentic practice.